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Abstract

The q-deformations of enveloping algebras of classical Lie algebras, or quantized enveloping
algebras U(g), and their representations provide natural settings for the action, due to Lusztig,
of the corresponding braid groups. Objects of particular interest are the zero weight spaces
of U(g)-modules, since they are stable under the braid group action. We prove that for a
certain class of simple U(s[,+l)-modules, the action of the braid group B, of type A,, on the
zero weight space is irreducible. In particular, we show that there is a two parameter family
of simple U(s[,+l)-modules for which the B action on the zero weight space is irreducible.
Considering a special case, we show that for each k E N, there is an irreducible B,-module of
dimension (+k-1).

The special case of type A2 is studied in detail, and from it we deduce that B2 acts irreducibly
on the zero weight space of all simple U(s( 3)-modules. We also deduce some interesting results
about the braid group action at roots of unity from this case.

Thesis Supervisor: George Lusztig
'Title: Professor of Mathematics
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Irreducible Representations of Braid Groups via
Quantized Enveloping Algebras

OH KANG KWON

Introduction
Let U be a quantized enveloping algebra corresponding to a Cartan matrix (aij), and let

V be an irreducible representation of U. In [L1] and [L3] Lusztig defined an action of the
braid group, B, corresponding to (aij) on U and on V, thereby providing natural settings for
the action of the braid group. The action of B permutes the non-zero weight spaces of V -
according to the action of the Weyl group on the weights - while keeping the zero weight space
stable. The question arises whether the restricted action of the braid group on the zero weight
space is irreducible, and the main aim of this thesis is to answer that question in the affirmative
for a certain class of simple U(s[n+l)-modules. In particular, we prove that for each n > 2,
there is a two parameter family of U(s[,+l )-modules for which the action of Bn on the zero
weight space is irreducible. Looking at a special case, we deduce that for each k E N there is
an irreducible B,-module of dimension (n+k-1).

In the case of type A2 , some computations are carried out to determine explicitly the matrices
of the braid group generators with respect to Lusztig's canonical basis. From these we deduce
that the braid group of type A2 acts irreducibly on the zero weight space of every simple U(s[3)-
module. We also deduce some interesting results about the braid groups of type An when v is
specialized to a root of unity from these computations.

We include an algebraic proof that the action of the braid groups of type An, on the zero
weight space of the tensor power V n+ l of the standard representation of U, reduces to a Hecke
algebra action. And from this we obtain a proof of the irreducibility of the braid group action
on the zero weight space of the simple constituents of Ve n+l.

Having obtained a class of irreducible representations of braid groups of type An, a natural
question arises: To what extent do they exhaust the set of all irreducible representations of the
braid groups of type An? A small digression is made to determine this for the 2-dimensional
representations in the case n = 2.

1. Preliminaries

We collect here some basic definitions and well-known results which we will need. The basic
references for this chapter are [L1] and [L3].

1L.1. Quantized Enveloping Algebras. We begin by giving a brief description of quantized
enveloping algebras. Let (aij), 1 i,j < n, be a Cartan matrix, and let (d,... ,dn), where
di E {1,2,3}, be the vector with dl +.- +dn minimal such that the matrix (diaij) is symmetric.

Let v be an indeterminate, and for n E Z and d E N>o define [nd = (vdn - v-dn)/(vd - v-d).
Note that [-n]d = -[n]d. Next, for n E Z and r E N, define

[ []d, [n[n - ld ... In - r + l]d

The quantized enveloping algebra corresponding to (aij) (see [L1, Section 2]) is then the
C(v)-algebra U defined by the generators E, Fi, Ki, Kl' (1 < i < n) and the relations

KiTKj = Kj Ki, KI -1 = K 1 Ki = 1,
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KiEj = vda,a EjIi, KiFj

EiFj - FjEi = j d' d,S tJ Vd - -di I

E ( -)EP) EjEq) = 
p+q=l-ai

+ ()FP)FjFq) = 
p+q=l-aij

where E(P) = EPI/[p] and F(P) FiP/[p]!. There is
comultiplication A, antipode S, and counit E defined by

a Hopf algebra structure on U with

AE = E 1 + Ki Ei,

SEi = -K' - Ei,
EEi = 0,

AFi = Fi K - l + 1 Fi,
SFi = -Fii,
eFi = 0,

AKi = Ki Ki,
SKi = Kt',
EKi = 1.

The iteration of A gives an algebra homomorphism A( n) U UO' which is well defined by
the coassociativity of A.

Let U-, U °, and U+ be the C(v)-subalgebras of U generated, respectively, by the Fi's,
Kh l's, and Ei's. Then we have the triangular decomposition U- 0 U° 0 U+ 5_ U, where the
isomorphism is given by u- 0 u°0 u+u u-u°u+ (see [L3, 3.2]).

If is the Lie algebra corresponding to (aij), then we will often write U(g) to denote the
quantized enveloping algebra corresponding to (aij).

Example 1.1.1. U(sl,+l). In this case the Cartan matrix (aij) is given by aii = 2, aij = -1
(li -jl = 1), and aij = 0 (li -jl > 1), where 1 < i,j < n. So the explicit relations for U(s(l+ l)
are

KiKj = KjKi,
v2EjKi if i =j,

KiEj = v-' E j K i if i - j = 1,
EjKi if i - il > 1,

EiFj - FjEi = bi Ki - K - 1
K_ - 1 vU-vZ

EiEj = EjEi, FiFj = FjFi

E2) Ej - EiEEi + EjE(2) = 0

F<2) Fj - FiFjFi + FjF(2) = O

KiKi 1 = K- 1K i = 1,

v-2FjKi ifi =j,
KiFj = vFjKi if li- j = 1,

Fj Ki if li- il > 1,

if li- jl > 1,

if li - jl = 1,

if li - l = 1.

1.2. Representations of U. Let be the Lie algebra corresponding to a Cartan matrix
(aij). Then the category of (type I) integrable highest weight U(g)-modules is isomorphic to
the category of integrable highest weight -modules. In particular, the simple highest weight
U(p)-modules are parametrized by the dominant weights of p, and the dimensions of weight
spaces of those modules are given by the dimensions of the weight spaces of the corresponding
p-modules. In the case of type A,, or equivalently where g = s[,+l, a dominant weight is an
n-tuple, A = (A1, 2 ,... A,) Nn, and the corresponding irreducible U(s[n+l)-module V(A)
is characterized by the following conditions:

(1) The highest weight space V(A)x is 1-dimensional, and
(2) If 0 g E V(A), then Ei(~) = 0 and Ki() = vi for 1 < i < n.

6
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1.3. Braid Group Action. Let (aij) be a Cartan matrix. For k E N write (a 3)k = aar ... ,
with k terms in the product, and for aijaji = 0, 1, 2, or 3, let mij = 2,3,4, or 6 respectively.
Then the braid group B corresponding to (aij) is defined by

B = (T 1,T2 ,... ,Tn I (TiTj)mj = (TjTi)m,, ).

In the case of type A,, the braid group has the following presentation

B = (Ti,T 2 ,... ,Tn TiTi+Ti = Ti+lTiTi+l (1 < i < n), and TiTj = TjTi (i - jl > 1)).

Let U be the quantized enveloping algebra corresponding to (aij), and let V be an integrable
U-module. Then there is an action of B on V, due to Lusztig, given by:

T() = (_l)bVdi(c2 a2-ac+ab-bc+a+c) F(a)E(b)F(c)Ka-c)(X),
a,b,c>O

for 1 < i < n and x E V. Note that there is only a finite number of non-zero terms in the sum,
lV being an integrable U-module.

If x belongs to the p-weight space relative to Ki, so that Kix = vd'px, then it turns out that
the only terms that contribute to the sum are those for which a - b + c = p. So for x in the
p-weight space of Ki, we have

T,(x) = (_l)bvd(c2-a2-ac+ab-bc+a+c) Fl(a) Eb) F(c) K a-c)(
a-b+c=p

In [L3,5.2.1], Lusztig defines operators T!'l by the formula

T;,(i ) = E: (l)bVdi( -ac+b) F(a)E(b) F(c) (),
a-b+c=p

for x in the p-weight space of Ki. The operators Ti and T',l are related by the following:

Lemma 1.3.1. We have Ti', = TiK- 1 .

Proof: It suffices to check that for a, b, c satisfying a - b + c = p, we have -ac + b = c2 - a2 -
ac + ab - bc + a + c + (a - c)p - p, and this is easily verified. O

This lemma allows us to use all the results pertaining to T 1', found in [L3]. In particular, it
implies that the Ti's satisfy the braid group relations (see [L3, Chapter 37]).

Consider the special case where U = C(v)[Fi,IK+l,Ei] is a copy of U(s[ 2), and V is an
irreducible U-module of dimension n + 1. If we denote by the highest weight vector in V,
then a basis (in fact Lusztig's canonical basis) of V is given by the set {(, Fi, F( 2 ), ... )

and we have the following explicit formula, due to Lusztig, for the action of Ti on this basis.

Proposition 1.3.2. Let V be as above with highest weight vector . Then

Ti(=F)) (_ l)jvd(j+l)(n -)F)n-3) .

Proof: This follows from [L3,5.2.2] and Lemma 1.3.1. 0

We will make a frequent use of this result in the following sections, and often without explicit
reference. Note that, when we specialize v 4 ±1, the braid group action factors through the
finite group (Z/2) 2 x S2. More generally it turns out that upto signs, the braid group action
factors through the Weyl group of when v is specialized to ±1. The question whether it
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factors through a finite group when v , where ( $ ±1 is a root of unity, is considered in
section 4.6.

1.4. Gaussian Binomial Coefficients. We collect here some properties of the Gaussian
binomial coefficients which will be useful later. Recall that for n E Z, d E N>0 , and r E N they
are defined by

n] = [n]d[n - 1]d [n - r + ld
From this, it follows that for n E Z and r E N, we have

[rn + rr , ] and []=oif0 < n < r.
d r d d -]

Note that under the specialization v 1 the Gaussian integer [n]d n, and more generally

[r~d (r)
It is easily checked that the Gaussian binomial coefficients satisfy the following identity:

n-1 n

I(1 + vdji) = d(n-l) [] 
j=O j=O d

where n E N>1.

Lemma 1.4.1. For r E N and m, n E Z, we have

m + n] = vd(mt-ns) [m] [n J

s+t=r

Proof: See [L3, 1.3.1]. 0

In the special case where d = 1 we omit the subscripts from the binomial coefficients so that

Now given a quantized enveloping algebra U corresponding to (aij), we define

-. = i (t-l(Vdi(c-s)Ki _ -di(c-3)K-1)

t - Nsel(VdiS _i V-dis)
for c E Z and t E N. Then we have the following commutation formula for E(P) and Fr") due
to Kostant [K] in the classical case and extended by Kac to the quantum case.

Lemma 1.4.2. For p, r E N, we have

E )F ( = F(r-t) [K;2t-p- rE(p-t)
O<t<min(p,r)

Proof: See [L4,4.3.1] 0

2. Irreducibility of the Braid Group Action

We now restrict our attention to the case where (aij) is the Cartan matrix of type An, and
denote by ,n the corresponding braid group. The proof of the irreducibility of the B,-action on
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the zero weight space of certain simple U(s,+i )-modules is by induction, and in order to carry
out the inductive process, we need to know, explicitly, the way in which the simple U(s[,n+l)-
nnodules decompose as a direct sum of U(s[,)-submodules. This is established, essentially,
by the work of Gelfand and Tsetlin [GT1], and its q-analogue by Jimbo [J], in which they
provide explicit combinatorial parametrization for bases of simple U(gl,+l)-modules, along
with the explicit formulae for the action of the Chevalley generators with respect to these bases.
A Gelfand-Tsetlin basis consists of weight vectors compatible with the standard inclusions
U(([i) - U(gn+l 1), where 1 < i < n + 1. Trivial modification of their results then gives the
corresponding formulae for U(stn+l).

2.1. Gelfand-Tsetlin Bases for U(sn+l). The treatment of the Gelfand-Tsetlin bases for
the simple U(sin+l)-modules given here will be that of Ueno, Takebayashi, and Shibukawa (see
[UTS]) who prove Jimbo's q-analogue of the classical Gelfand-Tsetlin results using the lowering
operator method. Their approach closely parallels the treatment for the classical case given by
Zhelobenko in [Z]. The rather unnatural notation we adopt for the dominant weights of sin+l,
which reflect their origins in the gIn+1 case of Gelfand and Tsetlin, will be seen to be more
than justified for their combinatorial usefulness in what follows.

Let Pn+l C Nn+ l be the set of (n + 1)-tuples, n+1 = (l,n+1 12,n+, ... ,/n+l,n+l), with
the property i,,n+l > i+1,n+l, 1 < i < n. (Thus 4 is a subset of dominant weights for

[n,+l.) Then each Un+l E C4n+l can be seen to represent a dominant weight (un+ 1) =
(A1,A2 , ... ,An) E Nn, of S[n+l, where Ai = i,n + l -i+l, +l Of course (,n+ 1) and A(/,n+1)
represent the same dominant weight if and only if i,n+l = ,n+1 + a, for 1 < i < n + 1 and
some a E Z. With this in mind, we use the elements of bn+l as the 'dominant weights' of
5[,+l, and write V(,n+l) for the simple U(s[l+l)-modules they define.

Recall that U = U(s$n+1 ) is a C(v)-algebra with generators Fi, K 1l , and Ei (1 < i < n).
There is a C(v)-algebra involution * on U defined by

(K'l)* = K l1, E = Fi, and F = Ei.

For each simple U-module V(/n+l), we define its dual, V(Gtn+l)*, as the irreducible right
U-module with the property that:

(1) The highest weight space V(gn+l).+l, is 1-dimensional, and
(2) If 0 7 E V(n+l) ,, then qFi = 0 and r7Ki = Ui, -+l-i++ 

If we fix highest weight vectors E V(Pn+l) and 7 E V(Pn+l)*, then by the triangular de-
composition of U (see section 1.1), there exists a natural pairing V(,n+l)* 0 V(/Ln+l) - C(v)
given by rx 0 y~ (xyI). Here, (7lxylI) has the following meaning: if in the decomposition
xy = u u°u +, with u U and u° E U, u- $ 1 or u+ 1, then (xyl) = 0, and if
xy = ° E U, then (xylk) is the eigenvalue of u on iq and , which are necessarily the same
by definition. This allows us to define an inner product (, ) on V(gn+l) by (x~, y~) = (lz*yl).
It turns out that the Gelfand-Tsetlin basis, described below, is orthonormal with respect to
this inner product.

For ,n = (1,n, ,/2,n, · n , ,n) E en write [lllnll = i<.<n lP,n for the norm of i, and if
PLn+1 = (1,n+1,A2,n+1,... · , ln+i,n+1) E n+l, write ln -< ln+1 if and only if i,n+1 > Pi,n >
/Pi+l,n+l (1 i n). More generally, given i < n and i E i, write pi -< n, if and only
if there exists a sequence (i+1,li+2,... ,/In-l) E Ci+l X Ci+2 X .. X n-1 such that /i -<
ui+l -< -< n,_1 -< ,n. A sequence of vectors = (n+l, n,... , l1) E Xtn+l x n X . . x 1
will be called a Gelfand-Tsetlin scheme if it satisfies the condition pi -< i+1 for 1 i < n.

For 1 j i < n + 1, we define the lowering operators Dij E U° 0 U- inductively as follows:

Di,i = 1, Di,i-1 = Fi, and
Dij = (Ki,j + i - j)FiDi-,j - (ij + i - j - 1)Di-l,jFi if j < i,
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where Kij = Ij<,a<i-2 KA, and (K'ij + k) = (vkKi,j - v-kK-l)(v - v-1 ).
Given a = (al,a 2 , ,ai-1) E N i - , we set D = DaDa2 Dai-1, and for a given

Gelfand-Tsetlin scheme u = (n+l,n , 1 ), we let D = D D2- , D,3- Dn+1,-.
where pzi - = -ti=,i-1,= 2 ,j - 112,i-1,... ,i-l,i - ii-i,i--1). Then we have following
two results, first established by Gelfand and Tsetlin for the [n+1 case, and extended to the
quantum case by Jimbo.

Theorem 2.1.1 (Branching Law for U(s[i) U(si-1)). Let Ui+l = C[Fj, Kl,E 1 <
j < i], for0 < i < n, be a chain of subalgebras in U. Then for any li E Pi, V(pi) decomposes as
V(Pi) = 3i-l<i V(_i-1), where V(pi-1) with pi-1 E $ti-1 are irreducible Ui_,-submodules.

Proof: See [UTS, Theorem 6]. 0

Starting with a simple U-module V(p,+1) and applying the above theorem successively we
see that the Gelfand-Tsetlin schemes ' = (n+l >- 1 > .. > l ) with ' = n+ , give rise
to a parametrization for a basis of V(Pn+i), since the branching process stops at irreducible
U1 -modules which correspond to lines. The connection between the basis so obtained and the
lowering operators described above is contained in following:

Theorem 2.1.2. Let pn+l be a dominant weight for U, and let be the highest weight
vector of V(pn+,). Then the vectors A) = N - DA , for each Gelfand-Tsetlin scheme A with
An+ = n+l, forms an orthonormal basis under the inner product (, ), where

= n+ [Ai,k - Aj,k-1 + j-i]! I [Ai,k - Aj,k + j -i-i 1!
N k=2 1 [Ai,k-1 - Aj,k- 1 +-j - i<k [Ai,k-1 - Aj,k +j - i- 1]! 

and N, has the property that N\Iv=1 > 0.

Proof: See [UTS, Proposition 7]. a
The basis {p)} so obtained is called the Gelfand-Tsetlin basis. Note that the Gelfand-Tsetlin

basis vectors Ip) are compatible with natural inclusions Ui - U in the sense that I1p) belongs
to the irreducible Ui-submodule of highest weight pi for all 2 < i < n + 1.

2.2. Some Consequences. We now turn to the action of U on the Gelfand-Tsetlin basis.
The action of the Chevalley generators on the Gelfand-Tsetlin basis was first computed by
Gelfand and Tsetlin [GT1] for gan+l, and by Jimbo [J] for U(91n+l). However, in order to use
their results we will need to extend our field C(v), since their formulae involve taking square
roots. We will write X to denote the algebraic closure of C(v), and take U to be an algebra over
X throughout this chapter. Then a trivial modification of Jimbo's results yields the following
for the action of the Chevalley generators Ei, Fi, and Kil of U.

Theorem 2.2.1. The generators Ei, Fi, and Ki act on the Gelfand-Tsetlin basis according to
the following formulae:

Ei(lI))= a,i(l)) i + e.,i)
l<a<i

Fi(I)) = E a.,i(lp ,i)) p -a,i),
l<a<i

10



where (a,i),t = 1sci6t,i, and{ n I [(a,+i - a) - (k,i - k)] n [(.,i-1 - a) - (k,i- k) - 1] 
1<0<i+l l<co<{-1

ak,i(I) = = H [( i- ) -( - k)] [('a,i -a) -(k, -k) - 1]
l<ct<i l<c0<i

Proof: The formulae for Ei and Fi are just those given by Jimbo, and the formulae for Kt'
are obtained from Jimbo's formulae for q±'E by using Kt 1 = (qEiq-Efi+1)l. O

We make the following simple observation which will be useful later.

]Lemma 2.2.2. For all 1 < i < n and 1 < k < i, we have ak,i(lI))v=l > 0. Moreover,

a(k,i(l.))lv=l > 0 if' k,i < min(k-,i-1,Pk,i+1). In particular, this implies ak,i(l/)) 0 if
l k,i < min(/k-,il,Pk,i+l)-

.Proof: The content of this lemma is that the quantity

H {(/a,i+l - a) - -k,i - k)} H { ,i- ) -(k,i - k) - 1}
l<a<i+l l<cf<i-1

tki )) v=l nr {(.i - a)- (k,i - k)} H {(P,i - a)-( k,i -k)- 1})
l<oC<i l<a<i

is non-negative for 1 < k < i < n. It is clear that the first product in the denominator contains
i - k negative terms, corresponding to k + 1 < a < i, and that the second product contains
i - k + 1 negative terms corresponding to k < a < i. The sign of the denominator is thus
-1)2i-2k+1. In the numerator, since ]lj,i+l > ]j,i > 1 j+l,i+1 by definition of <, we have that

(Ca,i+1 - a) - (/uk,i - k) < 0 for k + 1 < a < i + 1, and (,i-1 - a) - (k,i - k) - 1 < 0
for k < a < i - 1. The remaining terms are non-negative, and so either the numerator is
zero, or the sign of the numerator is (-1)2i - 2k+1. The first assertion follows immediately.
Next (/ ,i+l - a) - (k,i - k) > 0 for 1 < a k - 1, and (k,i+l - k) - (k, -- k) > 0
if lk,i+l > Lk,i. And similarly, (,i-1 - a) - (ki -k) - 1 > 0 for 1 < a < k - 2, and
(lk-l,i-l - k + 1) - (k,i - k) - 1 > 0 if k-,i-1 > k,i. This proves the second assertion, and
the final assertion is an immediate corollary. O

The above lemma has the following interesting corollaries.

Corollary 2.2.3. The action of the Chevalley generators ei and fi of [in+l have the following
'positivity' property:

e(lW) C= cli'), fi,(l)) = l1'),

"I=Uj (j=i) U6=j (ji)
ai ,- LU >Pi+l 'il<PHi+l

Il~',-i I=r Ilci -', Il=r

where c,, d., > O. In particular, for the generators Ei and Fi of U(sf(+i) we have

E()() = I c '), Fi(r) (I,))= dl')
I,

u, =Aj (jqi) ' (j i
/,-1 'Pj < P,, + i- 1 < 'i+l

A#j >Aj Ajj <

AII 11=r l 'i-, 1=r
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Corollary 2.2.4. Let m = m([p),i) = max{k E N E(j)) 0}). Then 0 E)(Jks)) E!~~~~~~~~~~~~ %
(L')), where p = j for i j, and/ij,i = min(pj,i+l,pj,i_) for 1 < j < i. Similarly let3 oj r -r. n;C; rr rlSmlal e

m~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~m'= m'(), i) = max{k E N I Fk(Ip)) 0}. Then F(m~)(jY)) E (')), where = forTM (,) e(i '} were Clj Itj for
i $ j, and p,:i = max(yj+,i+l,.uzj,il) for 1 j <i-. 

Example 2.2.5. Take n = 2, 3 = (3,2, 1), and let

= 1(3,2,1),(3,2),(2)), = 1(3,2,1),(2,2),(2)),
(2 = 1(3,2,1),(3,1),(2)), = (3,2,1),(2,1),(2)).

Then W = (, (,2, r) e is a <[F2, K I2', E2]-submodule of V(!3), and we have that the coeffi-
cients ak,i(l)) are given by

a12( )= 0, a2 2(.)= 0,

a2)= [1][-1][-3][-1] _ [3 a22((1) 0,

/[3][1][-1][2]a,2((-) - 3[]-]- 1,
a12((2) = 0, [3[2][-1]

[1][-1][-3][-1] _ 1 _____[3]1 -1][2]
a12(7r) = -F2]~ ~ a22(7~[2][1][-1 -- [2]

Note that the coefficients are non-negative under the specialization v 1, and that the state-
ments of corollaries 2.2.3 and 2.2.4 are easily seen to hold true in this case.

2.3. Decomposition of V(pn+ 1) as a U((,n)-module. By theorem 2.1.1, we have that
V(i,+) decomposes as V(,,+l) = ,..-n+l V(]n) as a Un-module, where each summand is
an irreducible U,-submodule. The decomposition is not multiplicity free in general since #n and
YI can give isomorphic U,-modules without their being equal. (Note that the decomposition
is multiplicity free when regarded as a U(g(,)-module.) However, we will shortly see that this
problem with multiplicities can be resolved once we restrict to zero weight spaces.

For Pn+l E n+1 and k E N such that Ilyn+lII = (n + 1)k, let

Ei(gn+l) = {1i E ' I i < n+, and 1IjIll = ik},

for 1 i < n, and define n++(A+l) = (/ln+l.
Let V(Pn+x)o be the zero weight space of V(A,+i). Then we have the following consequences
of theorem 2.2.1.

Lemma 2.3.1. If V(,+ l)o $ 0, then there exists k E N such that the basis of V(p,+)o
consists of I) satisfying Illl = ik for 1 i < n + 1.

Proof: Firstly note that since the vectors [pu) are weight vectors, a basis for V(Pn+l)o will
consist of a subset of the Gelfand-Tsetlin basis for V(,On+l) which are of weight zero. So let
Il) E V(g,+1)o, whence Ki(lp)) = v(11',1-Ii+lIl)-(11i-1I1-1i )1) = Ip) for 1 i < n. Putting
i = 1, we find 11I21 = 211tll, and proceeding by induction we find I1,4ll = ill11. The result
now follows since n+I, and hence II/n+1 11, is fixed. 0

Corollary 2.3.2. V(Pn+i)o $ 0 if and only if(n + 1) II/In+I11. 0]
The problem of multiplicities can now e resolved.
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Proposition 2.3.3. We have V(,n+l )o = D,n. EE,(,,+1)V(n)o. Furthermore, the decomposi-
tion is multiplicity free in the sense that for ,, X, E (/+1), V(yn) - V(A,) as Un-modules
if and only if Ln = An.
Proof: The first statement follows directly from the definition of En(/ln+l) and lemma 2.3.1. For
the second statement, note that V(pn) V(A~) as Un-modules if and only if pi,n = Ai,n + a,
for 1 < i < n and a E Z. However, for An,An E n(/,n+i), this is possible if and only if
,n = An, as we require II ll = nk = JIAnIl. This completes the proof. O

2.4. The Graph r(Pni+l). As mentioned earlier, our method for the proof of the irreducibility
of the ln-action on the zero weight spaces is by induction. The approach we adopt is the follow-
ing: we begin with V(,ln+l)o and use proposition 2.3.3 to decompose it into Bnl-submodules.
We then attach a graph to An+1, or essentially to V(ttn+ 1 )0 , whose vertices correspond to the
summands that appear in proposition 2.3.3, and relate the properties of the resulting graph
to the irreducibilty of V(,Pn+l)o as a 8,-module. It turns out that the connectedness of this
graph, which is very easy to prove, has the consequence of establishing the irreducibility. We
now define the graph, and prove its connectedness.

Let /n+ E n+1 such that II~tn+l 1 = (n+ 1)k for some k E N (see corollary 2.3.2). We attach
a graph, F(/Vn+l), to tln+1 as follows. The vertices of rF(,n+l) are the elements of n(zn+l),and two vertices /,' and y/n are joined by an edge if and only if n- 1 (Pn) ,n-l(Zn ) .

Lemma 2.4.1. r(/ln+l) is connected for n > 1.
Proof: The case n = 1 is trivial since in that case (Pn+l ) consists of a single vertex. So assumen > 2. It is enough to show that vertices /n and ttn are joined by an edge where /a,n = ,n
for all a {i,j}, and 1I,n = t,n + 1 and /j, = n 1 If 4 = (k,k,... k), then the
condition /l1,n > 2,n > .. > ln,n implies that lln = k + 1 and 1 = k - 1. In this case,
we have that (, k,,... ,k) E nl(n) n Enl(t). The case jn, = (k,k,... ,k) is considered
in a similar way. Thus we may assume that tln (k, k,... , k) and t'n (k, k,... , k), whence
sL , > Ik > /,,n and l ,n > k > n,n. Without loss of generality, we may assume i,n = ,n +
and Aij, = - 1, where i < j, and aou,n = /n for a {i,j}. (The case i > j is obtainedusing the same method with An and /' interchanged.) Consider S = {n- E n- I n- 
j1n and n- -< /l'}. Then we need to show that there is a ln- E S with the property
[ln-1|I[ = (n - 1)k. Let ,,rmn and ,,ma be elements of S with minimum and maximum norms
respectively. Then we find

um l =~ { nk- n,n- if j < n, {nkI - ,n + 1 if i> 1,i =r nle ,ninf ,
n -tn if j = n, nnk - i if i = 1.

In every case, we have that IKn,1a1 >II nk - 4n - 1, and iin t1 < nk -,n + 1 Since ,,, <n-1 n n-1 I " -~ll~n +1· n] n,n<< 11,nwehavethat n1 < nk-,un+l < (n-1)k, and II n-,ma > nk-Ann1 > (n-1)k.And since there is a, ,n- E S of norm p, for every p between IIlnm 1ll and Ilymall X we conclude
that there exists a n-1 E S such that ln-11 = (n - 1)k, and this completes the proof. 

:2.5. Main Lemmas. In this section we state and prove some results which establish the
connection between r(/In+l) and the Bn-module V(pn+l). But first we lay down some notation
and groundwork.

Let U' = [Fn, K1l, En] C U be a copy of U(S[2) generated by Fn, K', and En and consider
V(/Pn+l) as aU'-module. ThenforeachA = (An-,_1 > An-_2 > ... >- 1 ) n--Xn_2X X1,
we have, by theorem 2.2.1, that

W(A) _ ES ci')
.: /n+l'=,+l

A-1 an <An+l1

~ = (<i<n-1)
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is a U'-submodule of V(n,+ 1 ), since Fn, Kl 1 , and E, only affect the ,,n component of I). It
is clear that V(pn+l) = ExW(A). Fix a weight pn+1 E n,,+l such that I,+l11 = (n + 1)k for
some k E N, and let

A = { E n-1 x n-2 X .. X 1 Ai E "i(Ai+l), 1 < i < n-1}.

Lemma 2.5.1. W(A) n V(L,+l)o 0 if and only if A E A, and V(,+l)o = EXEAW(A)o.

Proof: This is a consequence of lemma 2.3.1 and proposition 2.3.3. 0

Now fix A E A, and consider W(A). As a U'-module, W(A) decomposes as W(A) =
ZE W(A,a), where W(A, a) is isomorphic to the irreducible U([2)-module of highest weight
2nn. Let 0 # x,, E W(A,a) be the highest weight vectors. Then in particular, we have
W(A)o = e Fn )

Lemma 2.5.2. Let ar have the property that n,, = max (na). Then W(A, ax) occurs in W(A)
with multiplicity one, and xA E (jpi')), where '+ = n+l 1,n = min(/i,n+i Ai-l,n- 1) for
1 < i < n, and Aj = Aj for 1 < j < n- 1.

Proof: Let p") E W(A). Then by definition we have p"+1 = n+1, and Aj4 = Ai for 1 <
i < n - 1. In particular, 1 i' is fixed for all i $: n. Now by theorem 2.2.1, K(I")) =
v2lnl n ll-ll~+xll-II -~ ll) and as pn-1 and "n+l are fixed, the vectors in W(A) with the highest
weight, respect to Kn, are Ip") with 11n411 maximal. However, there is a unique vector Il') with
maximal norm satisfying the condition An- -< Al -< jin+ 1, and it is precisely the one given
in the statement of this lemma. It is clear that this ') is a highest weight vector for an
irreducible U'-submodule of W(A), and the uniqueness of 1p/') implies that W(A, ax) occurs
with multiplicity one. This completes the proof. O

The modules over the braid group Bn are, in general, not completely reducible. However
for the situations that arise in this thesis, namely V(/,+l)o, for certain /n+l E n+l (see
theorem 2.6.1), and B,_l-submodules thereof, we will find that we can nevertheless decompose
the spaces into a direct sum of irreducible Bn_l-submodules, and this will play a crucial role in
our inductive process. Our ability to obtain such a decomposition is facilitated by the following
algebraic lemma, found for example in [B, §3 Proposition 9].

Lemma 2.5.3. Let V be a module over an algebra A such that it permits a decomposition,
V = ¢EnEV,, into irreducible A-submodules. Then any A-submodule W C V is a direct sum
of its isotypic components. In particular, if the decomposition is multiplicity free then we have
W = ewE,,scS V. 

We make an immediate use of this lemma.

Lemma 2.5.4. Suppose that in the decomposition V(/n+l)o = ,.~EE.(M,.+l)V(/tn)0, each
summand is irreducible as a Bn 1-module and that the sum is mu tiplicity free as a Bni-module.
Let M C V(,n+l )o be a Ba-submodule and suppose that an element of the Gelfand-Zetlin basis
1i) = (n+l,Ln,... , 1) E M. Then Ax En(A.+,) V(An)o C M-

Mn-I <An <AI+1

Proof: Let A = (n-1,L)n-2,..., / 1) Then by lemma 2.3.1, we have A E A, and in the
above notation, Ip) E W(A)o. Hence, using lemma 2.5.2, Ipt) can be written as a sum 1p) =
cF(a )~, + (, where ( E D(aln. <n, W(A, a)o. By corollary 2.2.4 and lemma 2.5.2, we have
E(°X )l. ) 0, and since E(naA) = (as n < n for a a), this implies c 0. Further-
more, since F °

A) ', x is the unique T-eigenvector in W(A)o (upto a non-zero multiple) with
the 'maximal' eigenvalue (- 1)'n vxn ("ox +1) and M is Tn-invariant, we conclude Fn AX )/ ,aA E
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Ml. Now, by corollary 2.2.3 we may write FZ(niE) ,i = _. <A.Er,.6a)+C0)cA-vAu where

vx\ E V(An)o, and all cx \ 0. Regarding M as a B,l 1-module we then have, by lemma 2.5.3,
that vx, E M for all Pn-I -4 An E n(n+l), since by assumption the sum DA~.EE.(,.+)V(An)0

is multiplicity free as a Bn_-module. And as V(An)o are irreducible Bnl-modules, again by
assumption, we conclude V(A,)o C MA for all pLn-.l - An E En(n+l). This completes the
proof. 0

An important connection between r(pn+l) and the Bn-module V(pn+l) is given by the
following:

Proposition 2.5.5. Suppose that in the decomposition V(#n+l)O = 0 ,e,,(>,+a)V( pn)0,
each summand is irreducible as a Bn_ 1-module, and that the sum is mutiplicity free as in
lemma 2.5.4. Further, let M be a S,-submodule of V(pl+l)o such that V(/p1)o C M for some
,Ln E En(n+l). Then V(A)o C M for all An in the path-component of An in r(pn+l).

Proof: It is enough to consider An E E,(in+l) which are adjacent to p, in the graph F(pn+l).
But then by the definition of the edges in F(p,+l) there exists ' n-l, E ,,_l(n)nE,_l(A), and
it is easy to check that we can find a sequence (/'2 3 ... 14) El X * Xx .X

such that jp') = (ni+lP ,Pn t,-2 ,) e V(pn+l)o. Now EI') E M, and so by lemma
2.5.4 we have V(lp)O ® V(A) 0 C bl- _X eCn(.n+l)V(A' )0 c M. The result now follows.0

2.6. The Main Theorem. We can now state and prove our main result.

Theorem 2.6.1. Let n+i E n+l such that {J{n+lJ = (n + 1)k for some k E N. Suppose
that for all 2 < i < n and Ei+l,1+l E vi+l(Yn+l), we have Ei(pi+l) = i(pL+1) if and
only if Pui+l = PI+l. Then for all 1 < i < n, we have V(pi+l)O is an irreducible Bi-module.
Further, for ii+l,pi+l Vi+l(,4n+l), we have V(pi+l)o ~ V(i+ 1)O as Bi-modules if and only
if pi+ = Pi+l

Proof: Fix Pn+l satisfying the given conditions, and consider pi+l E Ei+l(n+l)). We proceed
by induction on i. If i = 1, we are in the case of U(s[2)-modules. Irreducibility is clear
since the zero weight space is 1-dimensional. Next, two B 1-modules V(p 2)o and V(42)0 , with
11 = 1 41 = 2k, are isomorphic if and only if P2 = p' since, by proposition 1.3.2, T1
acts as scalars (1)ava(a+1) and (l-)a'va'(a'+') respectively on V(1p2)o and V(jp)o, where
a = (11,2 - 2,2)/2 and a'- (1,2 - ,P2,2)/2, and a = a' if and only if P2 = 2 as {J{21 = 11211.
Now suppose the result is true for i, where 1 < i < n - 1, and consider pi+2 E Ei+2(Pn+1).
Recall that V(pi+ 2 )0 decomposes as a direct sum, V(pi+ 2)o = ,i+E+le+(d+ 2)V(#i+)o, as
a /i-module. By inductive hypothesis, each summand is an irreducible Bi-module, and the
decomposition is multiplicity free as a 13i-module.
We first show that V(pi+ 2)o is irreducible under the Bi+i-action. For this, let 0 # M C
V(Pli+2)o be a Bi+l-submodule. Then regarding M as a Bi-module, we have by lemma 2.5.3
that V(ui+l)o C M for some pi+l E i+l(Pi+2) (recall the inductive hypothesis). But then
by proposition 2.5.5 we have that V(Ai+l)o C M for all Ai+l in the path-component of pi+l
in r(fi+2), and since r(i+ 2 ) is connected by lemma 2.4.1, we conclude that V(,i+ 2)o =

iL,+1E,+(g+, 2 )V(Pi+l)O C M. This proves the irreducibility of V(pi+ 2)0 under the Bi+l-
action.
Finally, suppose Yi+2,14+2 E .i+2(Pn+1) such that Pi+2 : A4+2. Then by assumption on
,n+l, we have (i+l(i,+2 ) i+l(,i4+ 2 ). Without loss of generality we may assume there
exists i+l e i+1l(i+2)- Ei+1(li+ 2 ). But then V(,Oi+2)0o = Ei+lE+(i+V(Yi+)O 

3i+lEs, i+l(A+2)V(i+)o = V(ti+ 2)o as Bi-modules, and thus as Bi+l-modules. This com-
pletes the proof. 0

We now give examples of pn+1 which satisfy the conditions of the preceding theorem.
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Corollary 2.6.2. Every 1t3 E 3 such that 111311 = 3k, for some k E N, has the property
described in theorem 2.6.1. Thus the action of 32 on V(p3)0 is irreducible for every simple
U(s[3 )-module with nontrivial zero weight space.

Proof: The conditions of theorem 2.6.1 place no further restrictions on 3 E 3, and the
corollary follows. 0

Lemma 2.6.3. Let n > 2, and let ln+i = (a, k, k,..., k, b,c), A'4+1 = (a',k,k ... , k,b', c') E
4In+1 such that Iin+l1 = (n + 1)k = Iit'+ill|, and for n = 2, assume max(b,b') < k. Then
-(n(n+1) = En(t+l) if and only if tn+i =n +1

Proof: Suppose n+1 y$ n+1 We will construct a An E n such that , E n(Ln+l)-
Vrn(Ltn+l), or An E En(itn+l) - En(in+l). Consider firstly the case when b = b'. Then since
a + b + c = 3 k = a' + b' + c', we have a + c = a' + c', or equivalently, a - a' = c' - c. By
symmetry, we may assume without loss of generality that a > a' and c < c', as n+1 6# In+1
by assumption. Let S be the set of n E ,n with the following property: ,,n = c, and
ti,n E [i+l,n+l,ii,n+l] for 1 < i < n - 1. Then we have n -< ,n+1 but An I +1 for all
l, E S. It remains to show that there exists a A E S such that II nIl = nk. Let m ia' n and
,unax be the elements in S with the minimum and maximum norms respectively. Then we find

IImlnII = (n + 1)k - a < nk, and IlAmaxII = (n + 1)k - b > nk.

Since there exists a ln in S of norm p, for every p betwen the minimum and maximum norms,
we conclude that there exists a In E S with the property IILnll = nk, and hence a E
Vn(Pn+l) - En(n+l). Consider now the case where b b'. Without loss of generality, we
may assume b > b'. Let S' be the set of in E n with the following property: n,n = b, and
Ii,n E [i+1,n+l ,i,n+] for 1 < i < n - 1. Then, as before, we have n -< n+1 but n I$ n+i
for all in E S', and we need to show that there exists a An E S' such that IIlAnil = nk. Similar
computation gives

lminil"I = (n + 1)k - a + b - c

= (n + 1)k - (a + b + c)+ 2b ma =(n + )k - c
= (n + 1)k - 3k + 2b >n

> nk.
= nk - 2(k - b)
< nk, since b < k,

It follows that there exists a in E En(In+l) - n(Mn+l), and this completes the proof. 0

Corollary 2.6.4. Let n > 2, and let Aln+l = (a, b, k, k,.. ., k,c), +1 = (a',b', k, k... .,k,c') E
0n+l such that IIn+1lI = (n + 1)k = Ii +,11, and for n = 2, assume min(b,b') > k. Then
En(iLn+l) = En(P4+1) if and only if ,n+1 = It+l

Proof: Similar argument to the preceding lemma applies. O

Lemma 2.6.5. Let n > 2, and let ,n+l = (a,k,k,... ,k,b,c) E n+l such that IlIn+ll =
(n+ 1)k, and for n = 2, b < k. Then for 2 < i < n, and Ai+1 E 9ti+1 such that IIti+1 = (i+ 1)k,
we have i+ E i+l(Pn+l) if and only if i+l = (a,k, k,... ,k, k, ), with a < a, 3 > b, and
y > c, and for i = 2, p < k.

Proof: This follows from reverse induction on i, and using the definition of i(#n+l). O

A similar argument establishes the following for the weights that appear in corollary 2.6.4.
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Corollary 2.6.6. Let n > 2, and let pn+l = (a,b,k,k,... ,k,c) E n+ such that IIp,n++II =
(n + +l)k ,and forn = 2, b > k. Then for 2 < i < n and pi+ E i+l such that jlpi+il = (i+ 1)k,
we have pi+ E i+l(]n+l) if and only if pi+l = (a,3, k,k,... ,k,7), with a < a, _ < b, and
a> c, and for i = 2, > k. [

The lemmas 2.6.3 and 2.6.5, and corollaries 2.6.4 and 2.6.6 shows that for n > 2, the weights
of the form (a, k, k,... , b, c) and (a, b, k, k,... , k, c), with a + b + c = 3k, satisfy the conditions
of theorem 2.6.1. Thus we have the following:

Proposition 2.6.7. Let n > 2. Then V(,n+I )o is an irreducible n3-module whenever Pn+l E
4fn+1 is of the form (a, k,k,... ,k,b,c), or (a, b,k,k,... ,k,c), with a + b + c = 3k. 0

So we have a two parameter family of irreducible ln-modules for n > 2, where the parameters
are a - b and b - c in the weights /n+l given in proposition 2.6.7.

Corollary 2.6.8. Let Pn+1 = (2k,k, k,... , k, 0). Then V(LPn+l)0 is an irreducible B,-module
of dimension (n+k-1). In particular there is an irreducible Bn-module of arbitrarily large
dimension.

Proof: The irreducibility follows from proposition 2.6.7, and for the dimension note that, by
lemma 2.6.5, we have a parametrization for the basis of V(P,+l)0 given by the set

{(an,an-1_,... ,a2) 2k > an an- > _ > a2 k}.

Since there is a bijection between this set and the set of monomials of degree n - 1 in k + 1
variables, we conclude that dim V(,n+l)o = (n+k-l). 

Remark 2.6.9. By specializing v - (, where E CX is not a root of unity, we obtain a
class of simple B,-modules parametrized by a pair (n+l, (), where Pn+ E n+l satisfies the
conditions of theorem 2.6.1.

Remark 2.6.10. It would be interesting to determine the necessary and sufficient conditions
under which V(pn+l)o is an irreducible ln-module. It seems likely that the result is true for
all pL+l such that V(Pn+l)o 0.

3. Other Weight Spaces

Until now our interest was restricted to the zero weight spaces of irreducible U(sZn+l)-
modules, since the zero weight space was the only weight space stable under the braid group
action. Suppose we replace the braid group Bn by the subgroup B), generated by TiZ (1 <

i < n). Then every weight space is stable under the action of B2), and we may ask which of
the weight spaces are irreducible under the Bn)-action. The purpose of this chapter is to give
some (partial) results in answer to this question.

3.1. Irreducibility in the case n = 2,3. Let (2) = (T2,T2,..., T) C Bn. Then the
arguments used in the previous chapter imply that for Aln+ satisfying the conditions of theorem
2.6.1, V(,Un+1)o is an irreducible B()-module and that for j+,p'j+ E lj+l(n+i), we have

V(pj+l)O V(p,+l)O, as B(2)-modules, if and only if pj+l = M'j+l'
For any v E Zn let V(,ln+ l), denote the v-weight space of V(pn+ 1). Then we have that

'Ti(V(ln+l)) C V(Pn+ l ),,, and so T2(V(pn+l)) C V(,+l),, where si is the generator of
the Weyl group of n[,+l corresponding to Ti (that is, si = (i, i + 1) E Sn+l). Hence each weight
space is stable under the action of ( 2 ), and we would like to determine if they are irreducible as

2)-modules. The method of proof employed for the zero weight space case yields the following
result.
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Proposition 3.1.1. Let n = 1 or 2, in+l E n+l, and let v E Zn such that V(un+l)v O.
Then V(pn+l), is an irreducible B3()-module, and if l11211 = 1lit[, then V(A2)v V(14)) if
and only if i2 = 12.
Proof: Consider firstly the case n = 1. Then we are in the case of U(5[ 2)-modules. The
irreducibility is clear since the weight spaces are 1-dimensional. Let 2,1t E 2 such that
1P2 11 = 11 11 but 12 . Then a = 2,2 - 1,2 ,2 - ,2 = a'. Since V(i 2) corresponds to[[it2[[ = [ bl,2 it2,2 i1[,2
the irreducible U(s12)-module of highest weight a, and V(P1) corresponds to the U(s[2)-module
of highest weight a', we have, in particular, that V(P2) = V(a) ! V(a') = V(14). Without loss
of generality assume a > a'. Then since we are assuming V(a) and V(a') have a weight space
in common, 2 a - a'. So let a = a' + 2r and suppose v = a' - 2i. Then the eigenvalues of T2
are

a = (_l)a' v(r+i+l )(a'+ r -i)+(r+i)(a'+r- i+l) and

co = (_l)a'V(i+l)(a'-i)+i(a'-i+l)

respectively on V(a), and V(a'),. Since a' = a if and only if a = a', the result is proved for
n = 1. The proof for the case n = 2 is identical to the proof used for the zero weight space
case and is omitted. Note that we are able to apply the same arguments, as those used in the
previous chapter, because it2 12 implies V(P 2 )v ? V(Pi).- O

3.2. Failure for n > 3. It was hinted in the previous section that for n > 3 the weight spaces
V(pnt,+l are in general not irreducible as B(2)-modules. We now illustrate this with a simple
example.

Proposition 3.2.1. Let it4 = (3,2,1,0) and v = (-2,2,0). Then V(L4 ) has a nontrivial
(2) -submodule.

Proof: By theorem 2.2.1, we have that V(P 4), has a basis consisting of vectors (14,/a3,t2,pl1)
such that 11311 = 5, 11P211 = 4, and IIpIll = 1, and pi -< i+l for 1 < i < 3. Such vectors are
easily enumerated and they are

x=l (3, 2,1,0),(3, 2,0),(3, 1),(1))
y = (a2,1,0), (3, 1, 1),(3, 1), (1))

It is clear that and y are eigenvectors for T2 and T22, and moreover belong to the same T~
and T22-eigenspaces. Now consider

z = F3 1 (3, 2, 1,0), (3, 2, 1), (3, 1), (1)) = a 3 , 3(x) + a2 ,3 (Y)Y -.

Then z is an eigenvector for T3 and, by above, also for T12 and T22 . Hence (z) C V(p 4) is a
B(2)-submodule of V(14 ),. 0

Given v = (Vl,V2 ,... ,vn) E Zn, we let v(i) = (l,v 2 ,... ,vi). Then the arguments of the
previous chapter indicate the following.

Conjecture 3.2.2. Let ,l+1 E n+l and v E Z. Assume that for all i E [1, n + 1], all pi -q
Pn+l, liand all p such that wli- Ill = IIl -ll, we have V(i-l -) i_l
as B2) 2-modules if and only if i- = 1i-1 Then V(An+l ), is an irreducible B(2) -module.0

Remark 3.2.3. (1) It would be interesting to determine the precise conditions on the pair
(Ptn+l,v) for which V(pn+l),, is irreducible under the B 2h)-action.

(2) Given pn+l E n+l, and v E Zn, the sum DwESR+lV(Pn+l)wv is stable under the Bn-
action. Another interesting question is: For what weights v is Ew,ES+1V(1,n+l)wv an
irreducible Bn-module?
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4. Explicit Computations in the Case n = 2

In the next few sections we examine the case of U(s[3) in detail. In particular we give another
proof of the irreducibility of the B2-action, on the zero weight space, by computing the matrix
coefficients of T1 and T2 on the zero weight space explicitly. For this we use a different set of
basis - namely Lusztig's canonical basis (see [L1] or [L3]) - for the zero weight space which
facilitates simpler computation.

4.1. Lusztig's Canonical Basis for U(s[ 3)-modules. We begin by making a change in
the notation. Write U = U(s[3), and for each pair (ni,n 2 ) E N2 , denote by L(nl,n 2) the
corresponding irreducible U-module of highest weight (n1 , n2). By symmetry we may assume,
for our purposes, that nl < n2.

An explicit formula for the canonical basis is not known for quantized enveloping algebras
other than U(S[2) and U(s[ 3). In these two simplest cases the canonical basis for the 'minus
part' (and the 'positive part') was computed by Lusztig (see [L11]). In the case of U = U(s53),

the canonical basis for U- is given by the set {F(a)FFc), Fr )F b)FC) a + c < b}.
Let L = L(nl, n2 ) be as above, Lo be the zero weight space of L, and let ~ E L be the highest

weight vector. Then Lo $ 0 if and only if 3 1 (n2 - nl), and if we let N = (2nl + n2)/3, then

the canonical basis of Lo is given by the set {F(N-i)F( 2N-n)F(i')0 I O < i < nl}.

4.2. The Braid Group Action. In section 1.3, we gave a definition of the braid group
action, due to Lusztig, in terms of an infinite sum. That definition is not convenient for the
purposes of our computations in this section, and we use instead an alternative (but equivalent)
definition of the braid group action defined by Lusztig in [L3,5.2.4,5.2.6,37.1]. The action of
13 = B2 on the generators of U are given by:

TiEj = -EiEj + v-lEjEi, TiEi = -FiKi, TiKj = KiKj ,
TiF = -FjFi + vFiFj, TiFi = -I 1 Ej, TiKi = K- l,

where i,j E {1,2} and i $ j, and by proposition 1.3.2 the action of B on the highest weight
vector E L is given by

Ti() = vn' Fn) .

The action of B on L(n 1 , n2 ) is then defined by

Ti (u) = Ti(u)Ti(),

where u E U. Using the above formulae, we can compute the action of B on the canonical basis
of Lo.

Lemma 4.2.1. The following formulae are valid:

T(F(C)E) = (1)Cv(n -c)(c+1)F(n -c) , Ti(F(C)E) vni+cF=I"+c)F(c),

Ti(Fb()F()) = ()b(nl -b+c)(b+)F(ni -b+c)F(c)

Ti(Fjb ' fb)' c ) (_l)b+v(n'-c)(c+1) E E (-l)jvijkFaj-k)F(a)F( j- ) C'

O<j<b k+l=ni-c

Ti(Fa)F(b)Fj()c) - (-l)a+bvat(b-a+l) E E (-- )j (a -j-k)(a+)F +C+j-l)
O<j<a k+l=a

where =ijk ni-] [-] k [n] k c 
and a = ni - b + c.

Proof: These follow from the definition of the braid group action given above. The first can be
.obtained directly from propostion 1.3.2 by considering the irreducible U(s[2)-submodules with
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I as the highest weight vector, and the next two can be obtained by considering the irreducible
U([t2)-submodules with the highest weight vector F) . The remaining two formulae follow
from simple computations which are omitted. O

4.3. Matrix Coefficients. We now compute the matrix coefficients (T2)ij of the braid group
generator on Lo with respect to the canonical basis

{F(N)F (2N-nl), F(N-1)F (2N-nl)Fl, ... FN-nl)2(2N-nl)F(nl) }.

Proposition 4.3.1. The matrix coefficients (T2)ij of T2 on the canonical basis are given by

(T2)i,j = (l)nli+n2+iv(N-nl+i)(N-nl+j+l) [] ,

where 0 < i,j < nl.

Proof: Consider the last equation of lemma 4.2.1 and fix i = j + k, whence I = a - i + j. Let
Ci be the coefficient of F(a-i)F(a+a)F(C+i)(. Then we have

Ci = (_l)a+bVc(b-a+l) (-1)ivJyji_j,c-i+J

O<O<iO_ j 0i

= (l)a+bVt(ba+1l)+i(a+l) [C + i] > 
O<j<i

= (-1)a+bV(b-a+1)+i(a+l) c+ i [-1] by lemma

= (l)a+b+iVac(b-a+l)+i(ca+l) [C + i]

i]

[-a 1] [i
i. 3

1.4.1

Hence we have that the coefficient of F(N-J-k)F2(2N-n)F(i) in T2 (F(N-)F(2N-n)) F is

-(_l)3N-nl+i(nl+n2+j-2N)(N-nl+j+l)+(i-j)(+nl+n2-N+) []
= (_l)nl+n 2+iv(N-nl+j)(N-nl+j+l)+(i-j)(N-nl+j+l) []

= (_l)nl+n2+iv(N-nl+i)(N-nl+j+l) [Z .

This completes the proof.

Thus, if we let r = N - nl, then the matrix for T2 is the following:

E[

Vr(r+l) 0
_V(r+l)(r+l) _v(r+l)(r+2)

(r+2)(r+l) V(r+2)(r+2) [ 21
(_l)nl+n2

(_l)nlV(r+nl)(r+ ) (_-1)nlv(r+nj)(r+2) [ nl ]

0
... 0

· (-.. "lv(.+l) [o n0

(... ( 1)nlv(r+nl)(r+nl+l) 1n
rnlI 
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The computation required to directly determine the matrix coefficients of T1 is more compli-

cated, and so we adopt another approach. We begin by recalling some definitions and results

from [L2]. Let i - i be the permutation of {1,2} defined by wosiwo 1 = s,, where w0o is the

longest element of W. It is clear that i = 2 and 2 = 1. (The definition of was phrased in

a way to indicate Lusztig's general treatment of what follows.) Then there is a C(v)-algebra

automorphism A: U U such that Ei - F, Fi - E, Ki - K- . It induces a U-module

automorphism A: L(nl, n2) -* L(nl, n2) given by A(~) = 7, where 77 is the element of the canon-

ical basis in the lowest weight space. There is another C(v)-algebra automorphism P: U -+ U

defined by P(Ei) = -EiKi,P(Fi) = -K -1 F i,P(K i) = Ki, which induces a U-module auto-

morphism P of L(nl, n2) given by P(g) = .

Proposition 4.3.2 ([L2,5.5]). We have T,, = P o A as automorphisms of L(nl, n2). °

By [L2, 5.9] we know that the action of T,, with respect to the canonical basis is given by

a monomial matrix, and that on any given weight space, T,, is a scalar times a permutation

matrix. We can explicitly determine this permutation matrix for the zero weight space.

Lemma 4.3.3. Let dim(Lo) = n. Then the matrix of T,, on Lo is given by ±vda, where
d' E Z and a is the matrix with Oi,j = i,n-j+l.

Proof: The lowest weight vector of L is given by 7 = F(n2)F(nl+n2 )F(ni) and by proposition
4.3.2 we have T, 0 = P o A. So relative to the canonical basis of L we have, by repeated

application of lemma 1.4.2,

rT(F (2N-ni (N-i)i) = p(E i)En2 2nN-nl)EnN2)F nn2)F0(nl)()

= vdE()E(2-nl)F(n2)F(nl+n2-N+i) [K2; N - i -nl - n2] F(nl)
o k<2N-i

X Fn +n2-N+i) [2; N-i- l 2 ] -= ±vdr ) r (n2-k) [K1;2k + nl - n2 - 2N+ ] E2 n-n - k)O<k<2N-nl

n[K2;3 Ni- l K 2; N - i - n - n2 (n)-= +vd F (n -k' [I~;2k + n - n2 - 2N + i E(') F(nl +n2- N+ i)
O<k<_2N-nl

[ K2;3N - i - 2nl - n2 - k E (2N-n-k)Fnl) )
N - i 1 1

vd F(n2-k) [Kl;2k

2N-2nl<k<2N-nl

O<u<2N-nl-k

+ nl -n2 -2N + i F(nl+n2-N)
k J 2

F-u) [K1 ;2u -2N+k] E( 2N-nl-ku)

vd E F(n2-k)F (2N-njl) F(2 nl - 2N+k)

2N-2nl<k<2N-nl

[ K2; ni -N n2 +k ] [ Ki; 2N - 2n - k ]
xL i 2N - nj - k

vd F(n2-k)F(2N-ni)F 2n- 2N+k)

2N-2nl<k<2N-nl

X 4N - 3n- n2 + i [n +k-N

[K1; 4N - 4nl - n2 + i]
k
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Since 2(N - nl) < k < 2N - n, N- n < i < N, and [] =0for0< p < q, we have that

the only nonzero term in the sum is the one for which k = i + (n2 - nl )/3 = i + N - nl. Hence

T (F(i)F (2 -nl )F(N-i)) = vdF (2N-nl-i)( 2N-nl )F(nl-(N-i)),

and the lemma is proved. O

The matrix coefficients of T1 can now be computed.

Corollary 4.3.4. We have T1 = aT2a.

Proof: From the above lemma T,, = vda, and so using T1T2T = T,o = T2T1T2, we have

T = T (T2T1T2 )(T T2 T 1)- 1 = (T1T2T1)T2(T1T2T1 )-1 = = oT = a . [0

4.4. Eigenvectors of Ti. In this section we calculate, explicitly, the eigenvectors of T1 and
T2 on Lo0. We begin with an identity which will play an important role in the determination of
the eigenvectors.

Lemma 4.4.1. For each pair of non-negative integers a and b, the following identity holds

-va(b+l) [a + b]! )kvk(a+b) [a [b+ k]!
[a + 2b + 1]! k=O k [2b + + 1]!

Proof: The above identity is equivalent to

k a

b a+] E=vk(+b) [k]![a - k']!1 [b-] I [2b + + ].
k=O 1=1 I=k+l

But

rhs=E(l-)kvk(a+b) b+k] [ a + 2b + 1 k(a+b) -b - 1 a2b1
k=O k=O

-a(b+1) Z:(l)kVk(a+b) [ 1 [a + 2b + 1 = a(b+l) a + b

Since the matrix for T2 was lower triangular, by considering the diagonal entries, we have
from the previous section that the eigenvalues, Ai, of T2 are given by

Ai = (-l)nl+n2+i V(N-i)(N-i+l)

Proposition 4.4.2. The eigenvector fi = (fwp, fl . . , finl )t of T2 corresponding to the eigen-
value Ai is given by

fi 1i+-nl7 i= ( [N - n +j]! [2N --i + 1]!
fi= () l jn [- i] - [2N - n - i +j + 1]!'

where 0 < i < nl.

Proof: We need to show that Aifi = EO<k<i+j-nl(T2)j,nli+kfin' - i+k. On substituting the
values of (T2)i,j and fj and simplifying we obtain

rhs = (l-)nl+n2+jv(N- nl+j)(N - nl+i+l ) [ ][2N- i + 1]!

nl[k ] [2N - i+ 1]!]!
(-1)kvk(N- +J)[ i + j - n l ] [N - i + k]!

k [2N - 2i + k + 1]!O<k<i+-nl
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After a similar substitution for the hs and cancelling, the equation that we need to verify
becomes [N -h + j! i+k]'

(n-i-j)(N-i+l)[N -nl +j 1]! E (_ 1)kvk(N- i+j-nl [N - i + k]!
[2N - n1 +j + (1! -- L k [2N - 2i + k + 1]!'

k=O

But letting a = i + j - nl and b = N - i, this is precisely the equality proved in lemma 4.4.1
above. o

Since T1 = aT 2 , the eigenvectors of T1 are given as follows.

Corollary 4.4.3. The eigenvectors ei of T1 are given by ei = afi. O

4.5. Irreducibility of the Braid Group Action. Given f/g e C(v), with f,g e C[v], define
deg(f/g) by deg(f/g) = deg(f) - deg(g), where deg(f), for f E C[v], is the usual polynomial
degree. Then we note from the previous sections the following:

(1) In the matrix T1, we have deg((Tl)i,j) > deg((Tl)i+k,j+l).
(2) In the matrix T2, we have deg((T 2)i,j) < deg((T2)i+k,j+L).
(3) For the Tl-eigenvectors ei, we have deg(eq) < deg(e j +k).

(4) For the T2-eigenvectors fi, we have deg(f j ) > deg(fJ+k).

Proposition 4.5.1. B acts irreducibly on Lo.

Proof: Let M C Lo be a B-submodule. Then since T1 has distinct eigenvalues on Lo (see
above), M contains a Tl-eigenvector ei for some i. By above computations, we have e i 0,
and so writing ei as a linear combination of the fi's we see that f,, appears with a nonzero
coefficient. It follows that fn E M.
Let di = deg((Tl)i,i) and bi = deg(f'l). Then deg((Tlf, )j ) = bj + idj, and by an argument
analogous to that used to prove the nonvanishing of the van der Monde determinant, we have
Tifl for 0 < i < n, are linearly independent and belong to M. Since dim(Lo) = nl + 1, we
have M = Lo, and the proposition is proved. O

4.6. Some Questions at Roots of Unity. It is known that for v = ±1 the braid group action
factors through the (finite) group (Z/2) x W for some r E N, where W is the corresponding
Weyl group. In this section we show that for v = , a root of unity, the braid group action
factors through a finite group if and only if ( = ±1.

From the explicit description of the action of T1 and T2 we have the following result.

Lemma 4.6.1. Let be a root of unity.
(1) If 44' = 1 then

T=(0 T2= 1 (I
is a representation of B.

(2) If (2+ 1 = 1 then

C [2], ,(+1 1 0 0 (

T, = 0 - 1
,_(+1 , T2 = _+ -1 0

0 ( 1 [2] +1 (

is a representation of B.
(3) If£ ( 2 +1) = 1 then

/2 [2](2 (2(1+1) 1 / 2 0 O

T = 0 -1 _(2(1+1) T2 = _(2([+1) -1 0
0 0 (2 1 [2]e2 (2(t+1) o2

is a representation of B.
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Proof: We just need to check the braid relations which, in this case, are very simple.

Lemma 4.6.2. For the representations of b given in lemma 4.6.1, the following holds.

(1) For the case (4 = 1, we have (T1n)12 = n(( - l ) t

(2) For the case (21+1 = 1, we have (T,') 13 = {n(n(l _ 2)+((n (-1)n)(1 + 2)}/(1 + ()2

(3) For the case (2(21+1) = 1, we have (T1n)13 = {n2n(1 - (4) + (2n_ (l)n)(1 +

(4)}/(1 + (2)2.

Proof: (1) The result is clearly true for n = 1, and it is clear that (Tf)1 1 = = (Tfn)22
So assuming (Tln)12 = n((n- 1)I, we have that (Tln+1)12 = (T1)ll(Tln)12 + (TI)12(T'n)22 =

n(nl + nl = (n + 1)(n ', and the result follows by induction.
(2) We again use induction. A similar, albeit a little messier, computation gives (T. ) 1l = (n

and (Tin)12 = (-l1)n{1 + (-l1)n+1(n}/(1 + (), and the result follows from this.
(3) This case can be obtained from the previous one by replacing with (2 everywhere in

the proof. O

We are now ready to prove the result alluded to at the beginning of this section. We can
prove the following stronger statement.

Proposition 4.6.3. Let ±1l be a root of unity. Then there exists a finite dimensional
representation of B in which the generators Ti have infinite order.

Proof: (1) Suppose (41 = 1. Then in the above representation of B, we have, by the preceding
lemma, that (T )1,2 = n((n- l)l & 0 for all n. Hence T1 has infinite order as required.

(2) Suppose (21+1 = 1. Then in the above representation of B, we have, by the preceding
lemma, that (T1 )1,3 = {n((1 - (2) + (n _ (-l)n)(1 + (2)}/(1 + ()2 y$ 0 for n large
since 1 - (2 y$ 0. Hence T1 has infinite order.

(3) Suppose (2(21+1) = 1. Then the same argument as the previous case with ( replaced by
(2 shows that T1 again has infinite order.

This completes the proof. O

Corollary 4.6.4. Let ( = 1. Then the braid group action at v = ( factors through a finite
group if and only if( = ±1.

Proof: This follows immediately from the above proposition since the Ti would have finite order
if the action of B factored through a finite group. 0

Remark 4.6.5. The representations of B given above are obtained by choosing appropriate
values of nl and n2 in the explicit formulae for the matrices of Ti computed in the previous
sections, and then specializing v - (. Before the specialization, the Ti's were semisimple as
they had distinct eigenvalues. However, they do not remain semisimple after the specialization,
since otherwise they would have finite order, contrary to proposition 4.6.4.

4.7. A digression. In the previous sections, we have found many simple B-modules, and
even found explicit matrices for the generators of the braid group on these modules. It would
be interesting to determine to what extent the simple B-modules that arise as the zero weight
spaces of simple U-modules exhaust the set of all simple B-modules. It is clear that such
modules exhaust all 1-dimensional B-modules. In this section we consider this question for the
2-dimensional B-modules, and leave the remaining cases for future investigation.
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Proposition 4.7.1. The 2-dimensional irreducible B-modules over C occur in two types. The
action of the braid group generators on these modules are given by,

(ii O c ) T ( c O

(ii) TI =(a v-ac - a 2 c a ) 

where a, c E C x

Proof: Let V = C2 and suppose B acts irreducibly on V. Then without loss of generality we
may choose {v, w} as a basis of V, where v is an eigenvector of T1 and w is an eigenvector
of T2. This allows us to assume T to be upper triangular and T2 to be lower triangular.
Note that the irreducibilty implies v and w are independent. Since T1T2T1 = T2T1T2, we have
T2 = (T1T2 )T(TiT 2 )- 1 and that T1 and T. are conjugate. Hence they share the same set of
eigenvalues. Suitable rescaling of v and w allows us to write

O c T = b a

if T1 and T2 have their eigenvalues appearing along the diagonal in the opposite order, or

a b) T= (a 0)

if the eigenvalues occur in the same order. In both cases, the braid relation and the requirement
of irreducibilty force b to have the form given in the statement of the proposition. O

Hence the 2-dimensional B-modules are parametrized, essentially, by S2 x (CX x Cx). The
2-dimensional B-modules that arise as the zero weight spaces of U-modules have

T r(r+) ) = (r+l)(r+ 2 ) _v(r+l)(r+l) T, = U(r+l)(r+l) _V(r+l)(r+2) ) = r r(r+l) ) ·

and these belong to the type (i) representations given above. They consist of type (i) repre-
sentations

a ± J--ac ) r 0
0 c V ' C' a

which have ar+2 + (_1)r+lcr = 0 for some r E N. Hence the simple 2-dimensional B-modules
that arise as the zero weight spaces of U-modules account for

UrEN{(Xl,X2)E CX X CX I 2+ 2 + (-1)r+12 = } C C X Cx

of the type (i) representations of B.

5. Braid Group Action as Hecke Algebra Action

Let V = C(v)n+l be the module affording the standard representation of U = U(s[,+l)
and let L = Vn+l. In this section, we restrict our attention to the irreducible U-modules
appearing in Lo, and show that the action of B = B, on Co reduces to the Hecke algebra action.
In particular, this will lead to a proof of the irreducibility of the B-action on the the zero weight
spaces of those modules.
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Let {ei,e 2 ,... ,e,+l} be the standard basis of V. Then the zero weight space, Lo, of L has
the basis {e,l 0 e, 2 0 0 er(n+l) 7r E S+I }, and E, Fi, KIl act on L according to:

Ei= E I i X'" Ii Ei l -... l,
1<k<n+l

F = 1 ... , 1 0 Fi Ki- ... K- 1, and
l<k<n+l

Kx = K 1 < ... X i',

where there are n + 1 terms in the product, and in the first two formulae Ei and Fi appear in
the k-th position (see the definition of comultiplication A in Section 1.1). Recall from Section
1.3 that we have the following definition of the braid group generator Ti,

Ti -= ( )(bv c2- a2-ac+ab- bc+a+c (a)E(b)F(!c)a(~-c)

a,b,c>O

Note that we can disregard the Ka-c) terms on the zero weight space.
Now the standard action of U on V is given by,

Ei(ej) = Si+l,jei, Fi(ej) = i,jei+i , Ktl(ej) = i,jvlei + i+l,jvlei+l .

So on the zero weight space with the above basis, the non-zero operators appearing in the
expression for Ti are those for which c < 1, b c + 1, a + c < b + 1, since E2) and F2)
annihilate the zero weight space. Now the triples (a, b, c) satisfying the above condition can
be enumerated. They are (0,0,0), (1,0,0), (0, 1,0), (1, 1,0), (2, 1,0), (0,0, 1), (0,1, 1), (1,1, 1),
(0, 2, 1), (1,2, 1), and (2, 2,1). Since the Ti preserve the zero weight space, we require b = a+ c,
and thus the triples that contribute non-zero terms in the expression for Ti are (0, 0, 0), (1, 1, 0),
(0, 1, 1), and (1,2, 1). It is immediate from above that in studying the action of Ti on the zero
weight space, we can restrict to the case of U(S(2) action on V2 0 V2, where V2 is the standard
U(b[2)-module. We drop the subscripts from Ti, Ei, Fi, and Ki. We then have the following
formulae easily deduced from above.

E(el e2) = vel el , E(e2 0 el) = el 0 el , E(e2 e2) = el e2 + v - le 2 0 el ,
F(el 0 e2) = ve2 e2 , F(e2 el ) = e2 e2 , F(el el) =el 0 e2 + vle 2 el .

Using these we obtain the following for the action of T.

T(el e2) = (1 - v2)el 0 e2 - ve2 el , T(e2 0 el) = -vel e2

And thus we have,

T2(el e2) = (1 - v2 )T(el ® e2) + v2el e2

T2(e2 el) = (1 - v2 )T(e2 el) + v2e2 el.

This demonstrates the required quadratic relation T2 = (1 - v2)T + v21, and so we have:

Proposition 5.1. Let L be a simple constituent of V en+l with Lo 0. Then the action of B
on Lo is a Hecke algebra action. O

Corollary 5.2. With L as above, Lo is an irreducible B-module.

Proof: Setting v = 1 we obtain the action of the symmetric group on the tensor power of the
standard [l,,+-module. By a classical result on double centralizers (see [W]) we have that the
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action of S,+ 1 on (V®n+l)oIv = corresponds to the S,+l-action on its group algebra, and that
Lo Iv=l's are precisely the irreducible constituents of this regular representation of Sn+l. Hence

S,+l acts irreducibly on Lolv=l, and it follows that B, acts irreducibly on Lo. O

Concluding Remarks

Let (aij) be a Cartan matrix, B the corresponding braid group, the corresponding Lie
algebra, and U = U(g). Then we may once again study the B-action on the zero weight space
of the simple U-modules. For types B, and D, Gelfand and Tsetlin gave a parametrization for
the bases of simple p-modules in [GT2], and they may prove to be useful in the investigation of
the B-action. However unlike in the case of type A, the basis vectors are not weight vectors,
and the explicit formulae for the action of the Chevalley generators have not been worked out.
It would be nice to find a general argument that will prove the irreducibility of the B-action on
t he zero weight space of the simple U-modules, for all types, if the action is indeed irreducible.
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